HONOLULU HIGH CAPACITY TRANSIT CORRIDOR PROJECT
SURVEYED PROPERTY CONSIDERED ELIGIBLE FOR NATIONAL REGISTER

TMK:

Historic Status:

Portion of Alignment: Koko Head portion

Evaluated Eligible

12009018

Resource Name/Historic Name: Teixeira House
Sector:

20 Kalihi Station Sector

Location: 1927 DILLINGHAM BLVD
Owner: RODRIGUES, BEVERLY P S TR

Station Block: Kalihi Station Block

Date-Original: 1945
Source: Tax Office
Present Use/Historic Use: Residential
Architectural Description:
Single-story plantation-style house with a hip roof covered in
asphalt roll roofing. Single-wall, vertical tongue-and-groove
construction with two horizontal girts and outset window frames
on a post-and-beam foundation that is screened with horizontal
boards. Original windows are 1/1 double hung.
A second house (dated 1936 per Tax Office records) at the rear of
the lot was not visible enough from the street to survey.

Integrity:
Although there have been some changes, the house retains sufficient
integrity to qualify for the National Register. Integrity of setting is
compromised from its historic dense residential character due to large
new commercial building on the consolidated adjacent lot. The historic
setting is still apparent, due to the presence of other historic residential
buildings in the immediate area. Design changes include replacement
of some original windows with jalousies, and of lattice foundation
screening with boards, and removal of rock wall at front of lot.

Significance:
Criterion "A" – associated with the residential development of the
Kalihi Kai neighborhood in the first half of the 20th century and
with this road's (formerly North Queen Street) period of transition
to a mixed commercial-residential area, when it was extended in
the 1930s with extensions connecting to downtown and to
Kamehameha Highway. (North Queen Street was renamed
Dillingham Boulevard a few years after the extensions.) Criterion
"C" – embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period,
and method of construction, as a good example of a 1940s,
single-wall, plantation-style dwelling.
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